
Dear Friend,

If you’re already familiar with PCS Stamps & Coins, I’m sure you’ve guessed our riddle refers 
to a collection. But do you know which one? 

Let me give you a hint.

Not only is it UNTOUCHED…it’s UNCIRCULATED…and undeniably BRILLIANT.

In fact, it’s the collection that collectors rave about. 

What is this amazing collection?

The Complete

Since 1965

Imagine a collection of such quality that you can’t wait to show it to friends and family. 

Imagine the COMPLETE collection…every official Coin Mint Set since 1965…every important 
historic coin…all uncirculated…all as pristine as the day they were minted.

Not only that, this incredible collection is delivered straight to your door. So you don’t have to 
hunt for the coins you need to keep your collection updated. You’ll experience no hassles finding 
the mint-perfect coins that set your collection apart.

This is precisely the type of collection that got people like you and me into coin collecting.  
It’s the collection we dream of owning!

One of the most exciting offers we’ve ever made.

That’s why I’m so excited to tell you about this collection. You see, I’ve been authorized to make 
one of the most impressive offers in PCS history. (And we’ve made some really special offers!)

Let me explain…

Have you guessed it yet?I know you’ll want to show this collection to your friends and family. So to help you showcase  
it properly, I’ll give you — completely free of charge — a Deluxe Collector’s Album if you  
respond within the next 14 days. 

Imagine how beautiful your collection will look in this handsome Album! It’s my gift to you for 
accepting this exciting offer.

Enjoy your first Mint Set with  
NO OBLIGATION and NO RISK.

There’s absolutely no risk to you. Simply enjoy your first Collector Panel for 30 days.  
Examine the mint-perfect coins in your Coin Mint Set…read the historical narrative…  
enjoy the illustrations and commemorative stamps… 

If you’re not completely satisfied with what you see, return it in 30 days for a full refund or  
replacement. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. Additional Panels will follow one per month with 
each billed separately. You pay only $39.95 per Panel plus $4.50 shipping and service. You may 
cancel at any time.

But remember, supplies are limited. 

Don’t miss your opportunity to experience more than 45 years of U.S. coin collecting history. 
Return the enclosed Reservation Confirmation today!

      For PCS Stamps & Coins,

      Kristi L. Patterson

P.S.  Remember, there’s absolutely no obligation. You’ll receive this spectacular collection  
from a company that collectors have trusted for over 40 years — PCS Stamps & Coins.  
It’s a name that’s well known for quality and service. Your complete collecting pleasure  
is our goal. Order today!

PCS Stamps & Coins is a private agency not affiliated with the U.S. Mint® or any government agency.

UNCIRCULATED COIN MINT SETS COLLECTION

PCS Stamps & Coins 
47 Richards Avenue Norwalk, CT 06857 

Call toll-free: 1-800-641-8026, Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Eastern
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Each mint year, a limited number of coins are officially sealed by the U.S. Mint® immediately 
after minting. Their brilliant, uncirculated condition is perfectly preserved. Their packaging has 
never been opened. So they remain absolutely pristine, even more than 45 years later.

These Coin Mint Sets are highly sought after, as you can well imagine. Each passing year, they 
become scarcer. And since they represent a COMPLETE COLLECTION, they’re incredibly 
important.

But now for my good news…

This incredible collection can be yours!

We’ve been able to secure a limited number of complete collections. And now I’m thrilled to 
offer the Uncirculated Coin Mint Sets Collection exclusively to collectors such as yourself, who 
seek true quality.

Just think about it. You’ll get:

   4   A complete, officially sealed Coin Mint Set mailed  
to your door every four weeks. 

   4   Every official Coin Mint Set since 1965, whose coins  
are guaranteed to be untouched and uncirculated.

   4   Each Set displayed on beautiful Collector Panels  
illustrated with specially commissioned artwork to  
make your collection truly spectacular.

   4   Historical postage stamps and engaging narrative  
to tell the complete story of the circulation year.

There’s no easier way to grow your collection. And there’s no collection more complete or more 
beautiful. That’s why collectors everywhere are clamoring for the Uncirculated Coin Mint Sets 
Collection!

Your collection will be the envy of all your friends.

Once you receive your preview package, you’ll understand why I’m so excited about this  
collection. You’re about to become the proud owner of some of the most sought-after coins  
in U.S. history... 

 •  1965 to 1967 “Special Mint Sets”  
Minted in even higher quality since no Proof Sets were produced  
during these years.

 •  1976 Eisenhower Silver Bicentennial Dollar  
Issued in much smaller quantities than its regular-issue counterpart,  
this is a 40% silver variety.

 •  1996 West Point Dime  
Made available only in Coin Mint Sets.

 •  1999 to 2008 Statehood Quarter Set 
Sealed in uncirculated condition by the U.S. Mint.®

 •  2005 to 2010 “Satin-Finish” Coin Mint Sets  
Discontinued in 2011, a “must-have” for your collection.

 • Plus, countless more!

Beautifully presented for you to display  
and enjoy for years to come.

You’re going to be proud to put this collection on display!

Each Coin Mint Set is showcased on a beautifully illustrated Collector Panel. Sealed by the  
U.S. Mint, each Coin Mint Set can be easily viewed from both front and back. In addition, each 
Collector Panel includes engaging historical narrative and commemorative stamps that make 
your collection truly extraordinary.

Collecting has never been easier,  
or more exciting!

It’s so easy. All you have to do is sit back and enjoy your collection. Leave the hard work to us.

Imagine your collection growing practically by itself! With the Uncirculated Coin Mint Sets 
Collection, you won’t have to hunt for the distinctive coins that set your collection apart. Every 
shipment adds another complete Coin Mint year, all beautifully presented and ready for your 
enjoyment!
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?
What’s uncirculated  

but has been sent to all  

50 states?

UNCIRCULATED 
U.S. COIN MINT SETS

answer:

What’s 45 years old  

yet still new?

If you’re the coin collector I believe 
you are, you’ll want to be the first  
to preview this amazing collection. 

 Nowhere else will you find a  
collection of this quality and  
magnitude. UNTOUCHED… 
UNCIRCULATED…UNLIKE  
any other collection. Officially sealed 
by the U.S. Mint® at the time of  
minting, you’ve got to see these  
coins to appreciate their brilliance.

The COMPLETE collection 
Each Coin Mint Set includes every 
coin issued for every set since 1965. 
That’s every regular-issue coin, including historic coins,  
highly sought-after coins and important years.

 So you’ll get the “Special Coin Mint Sets” of 1965-1967… 
the 1975 Set that includes the 1976 quarter, half-dollar and dollar… 
and the Bicentennial 3-piece Coin Mint Set. 

 You’ll own the “Westward Journey” nickels, the Statehood  
quarters and the Presidential dollars — all as mint-perfect as the  
day they were struck.

                           Designed to be showcased
This collection represents high quality. Yet it’s designed to be  
enjoyed! Each Mint Set is mounted on a Collector Panel, allowing

crystal-clear viewing of both  
sides of the coins. Each Panel  
tells the story of an exciting  
year in U.S. history with postage 
stamps, original artwork and 
engaging narrative.

Act now! Enjoy your  
first Collector Panel at  
NO RISK for 30 days!

Send no money now. Simply verify 
the information on your Reservation 
Confirmation and return in the  
postage-free envelope provided. 
Examine your first Collector Panel 

completely risk-free for 30 days. If you’re not completely satisfied for 
any reason, return it.

 PCS Stamps & Coins has acquired a limited supply of complete 
sets. Once gone, we won’t be able to accept additional orders. We 
promise to reserve a collection in your name for 14 days only. 

Your triple guarantee
1.  We guarantee every coin will be completely untouched since the  

day it was minted.
2.  We guarantee each Set is officially sealed by the U.S. Mint® in  

uncirculated condition.
3.   We guarantee your complete satisfaction. Preview your first  

Collector Panel with no risk and no obligation. Cancel at any time.

#1.

#2.

Every “Satin- Finish”  
Mint Set ever issued answer:#3.

no-risk guarantee
You risk nothing to preview your first Collector Panel.  

If you’re not completely satisfied, return it within 30 days for  
a full refund or replacement. Your satisfaction is 100%  

guaranteed. Cancel at any time, for any reason.

PCS Stamps & Coins 
47 Richards Avenue Norwalk, CT 06857 

Call toll-free: 1-800-641-8026, Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Eastern
©MBI USN:311RTPCS Stamps & Coins is a private agency not affiliated with the U.S. Mint® or any government agency.

#1.

act now! quantities are limited.  
your reservation is only guaranteed for 14 days.

BONUS 
GIFT!

Personalized  
Deluxe Collector’s  

Album

1998 U.S. Uncirculated Mint Set containing coins from the Denver Mint.

2005-2010 Mint Sets were  
made with a “Satin-Finish”, which was  

discontinued in 2011.



Issued September 9, 
1969 in Washington 

D.C. to commemorate 
Neil Armstrong’s first 

step on the lunar  
surface, this stamp 

depicts man’s first step 
on the moon.

1965 Coin Mint Set

1970 Kennedy Half-Dollar:
The last 40% silver regular-issue  
half-dollar, this shining specimen  
is available only in Mint Sets.

Every Statehood Quarter:
Every state quarter from Delaware to  
Hawaii — all in mint-perfect condition.

1996 West Point Dime:
Minted only for Mint Sets as a 50th  
anniversary coin, this is the only dime  
issued by the West Point Mint.

1979 Susan B. Anthony Dollar:
Issued for only a few years, this is the first 
circulating U.S. coin to commemorate  
a woman.

own every historic 
  coin since 1965… UNCIRCULATED COIN MINT SETS COLLECTION

Each Coin  
Mint Set

includes every coin 
issued for the year, 

officially sealed 
by the U.S. Mint 

in uncirculated 
condition.

Commemorative  
Postage Stamps

mark key events 
in our country’s 

history.

Special Window
lets you clearly view 
both sides of each coin.

Historical Narrative
features significant events 
and people playing important 
roles in our country’s story.

Dramatic  
Original Artwork
engages all ages in  
learning about our  
country’s heritage.

What's discontinued,  

yet can still be yours?#3.

The
OFFICIAL

record of  
our country’s  

coinage

Your collection will include every Mint Set issued since 1965. The collection does not include Mint Sets for 1982 and 1983 since none were  
issued by the U.S. Mint®. Certain years are featured on more than one Panel due to the expanded Mint Sets issued for those years.

Panel shown smaller than  
actual size of 13" x 10".

Change you'll find in your 
pockets — tarnished. 

Change from Uncirculated 
Coin Mint Sets —  

BRILLIANT!

Officially sealed by the U.S. Mint and  
never opened, its mint-perfect condition  

is preserved more than 45 years later!

answer:#2.



PRST STD 
U.S. POSTAGE

PAID 
PCS

?
What’s delivered  

to your door untouched?

Mr. Sample A. Sample 
Any Street 

Any Town, Any State XXXXX

PCS StamPS & CoinS • 47 RiChaRdS avenue, noRwalk, Ct 06857
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A. B. C. D. E.

Are you a  

Numismatic Master?

These five coins — all included in this incredible collection in uncirculated condition —  
are important historic U.S. issues. How well do you know their details? See if you can  

match the images above to the questions on the other side!

See reverse side of card for questions and scratch-off answers.



What commemorative coin features the Indian Peace  
Medal commissioned for Lewis and Clark’s expedition?

Which coin recognizes the bicentennial of President  
Lincoln’s birth?

Which was the first circulating coin to show a three-quarter 
profile?

What 40% silver coin displays the Liberty Bell in front  
of the moon on its reverse?

What’s the first coin to bear the inscription “In God We  
Trust” on its edge?

B. 2004 Peace Medal Nickel

D. 2009 Log Cabin Lincoln Penny

C. 2000 Sacagawea Golden Dollar

A. 1976 Eisenhower Silver Bicentennial Dollar

E. 2007 Washington Presidential Dollar

Enter the letter in the green box below that corresponds to the coin on the reverse side of this card.  
Scratch off below to reveal the correct answers — and determine whether you’re a Numismatic Master. 

take our numismatic quiz! 
how well do you know your u.s. coins?

0-3 correct answers =  Good job, but there’s still more to learn about U.S. coins. This collection will help you fill in the gaps.
   4 correct answers =  Impressive. You know your coins. With this collection, you could easily become a numismatic master.
   5 correct answers =  Congratulations! You’re a Numismatic Master! You’ll appreciate owning a collection that reflects your  

knowledge of U.S. coins.

how did you score?
©MBI    USN:311RT
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UNCIRCULATED 
COIN MINT SETS COLLECTION

RESERVATION CONFIRMATION

PCS Stamps & Coins
47 Richards Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06857

Send  
no money  

now.
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YES, Please reserve my Uncirculated Coin Mint Sets Collection before 
quantities run out. I understand my satisfaction is guaranteed and either 
party may cancel at any time.

Allow 4-8 weeks after initial payment for shipment. Reservations subject to acceptance.  
Make any necessary changes below:



©MBI    USN:311RT

I would like my Album:           Not personalized. 
Personalized with the name shown below.

UNCIRCULATED 
COIN MINT SETS COLLECTION

BONUS 
GIFT!

Personalized  
Deluxe Collector’s  

Album

NO-RISk GUARANTEE
You risk nothing to preview your first Collector Panel.  

If you’re not completely satisfied, return it within 30 days for  
a full refund or replacement. Your satisfaction is 100%  

guaranteed. Cancel at any time, for any reason.

14-DAY RESERVATION DEADlINE

Check here if you want your Panel(s) charged to your credit card, if on file 
with PCS.
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